ABSTRACT: Accurate assessment of femoral version is essential to the surgical treatment of lower extremity deformities, yet the ideal modality and technique to measure femoral version is controversial. This study explored two hypotheses: First, there is no difference in the accuracy of femoral version measurement from 2D CT, 2D MRI, and 3D biplanar radiography reconstructions compared to a 3D model created from CT. Second, there is a difference between the measured version from traditional axial sections of the proximal femur compared to femoral neck oblique sections for CT and MRI. Eight adult cadaver lower extremities underwent CT, MRI, and biplanar radiography. Femoral version measurements from the CT and MRI axial and oblique sections, as well as biplanar radiography reconstructions, were compared to 3D reconstructed models from CT. All five techniques underestimated femoral version compared to the 3D model, but none were statistically significantly different. Regarding the first hypothesis, all five techniques had excellent correlation (r > 0.81, p 0.01) with the 3D model. Concerning the second hypothesis, the CT and MRI version measurements in femoral neck oblique sections were greater by 5.4˚and 1.4˚compared to traditional axial sections, respectively. All five techniques across three modalities provided accurate assessment of femoral version, suggesting that the treating physician's choice of modality can be determined per individual patient, not on measurement accuracy. Clinical significance: In choosing a modality to determine femoral version, consider the advantages and disadvantages of each modality for the individual patient, using femoral neck oblique slices for CT and MRI when available. Keywords: femoral version imaging modality; femoral version 2D and 3D measurements; lower extremity deformity imaging Accurate measurement of femoral version plays an important role in the understanding and treatment of lower extremity deformities. Cross-sectional imaging, made available with the advent of computed tomography (CT) scans in the 1970s, quickly became the imaging gold standard for torsional assessment of the lower extremity.
Accurate measurement of femoral version plays an important role in the understanding and treatment of lower extremity deformities. Cross-sectional imaging, made available with the advent of computed tomography (CT) scans in the 1970s, quickly became the imaging gold standard for torsional assessment of the lower extremity. 1, 2 Cross-sectional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has subsequently become an accurate modality of torsion assessment with many cited advantages, namely the absence of ionizing radiation and the ability to visualize the soft tissues including cartilage, labrum, menisci, and ligaments. 2 However, MRI is more expensive, susceptible to motion artifact, time consuming and may require sedation; although newer protocols have decreased the time necessary to assess torsion. 3 There are many techniques for measuring femoral version on CT and MR cross-sectional imaging. Distally, the posterior condylar axis is the most commonly used, as it is simple and reproducible. 1 Proximally, the best axis and measurement technique is debated. Several studies have sought to establish the ideal level and orientation of the slice used to measure the femoral neck axis with variable results. 2, 4 Biplanar radiography, such as EOS imaging system (EOS Imaging, Paris, France), has recently emerged as a promising alternative to CT and MRI in femoral version assessment. Biplanar radiography images, with computer generated three dimensional (3D) reconstructions (sterEOS 1 software, EOS Imaging, Paris, France), offer an accurate assessment of femoral torsion with several cited advantages, including minimal radiation and patient convenience. [5] [6] [7] [8] The purpose of this study was to assess the differences in the accuracy of femoral version measurements from 2D CT sections, 2D MRI sections and 3D biplanar radiography reconstructions when compared to true 3D CT measurements of version. Second, we aimed to measure the difference in femoral version when performed using the traditional axial sections of the proximal femur when compared to femoral neck oblique sections for both CT and MRI. We hypothesize that there are no differences between the various measurements.
METHODS
Eight adult cadaveric lower extremities underwent CT scans (120 kV, 190-240 mA with 0.35s rotation speed helical imaging 0.625 mm thick cuts, GE LightSpeed VCT 64-Slice, Piscataway, NJ) and upright biplanar radiography imaging ( Fig. 1 ) while frozen in a single position with the hip and knee fully extended. Specimens were defrosted and then placed in the MRI scanner (1.5T, used pulse sequence 3D GRE MERGE (T2 weighted image) with no fat sat, slice thickness 1.0 mm, FOV 14%, TR 66.1 ms, TE min/Full, GE Discovery MR450, Milwaukee, WI) in the same position (with the hip and knee extended) for MRI image acquisition. Specimens were positioned in the CT scanner, biplanar radiography unit, and MR machines as they would be clinically. For CT and MRI, supine with the patella pointed toward the ceiling, and scanning proceeded as it would clinically proceeding from the foot to the hip. For biplanar radiography, suspended upright with weightbearing on the foot and patella oriented toward the AP/PA scanner, with the scan proceeding from the hip distally to the foot. Traditional 2D axial sections were obtained for CT and MR imaging of the entire lower extremity. In addition, 2D reformatted oblique slices parallel to the femoral neck were obtained in CT and MR imaging (Fig. 2) . Using the 3D CT data, post hoc reformats were performed (Advantage Work Station for Diagnostic Imaging 4.2, GE Healthcare, Wauwatosa, WI). The axial oblique plane was defined as parallel to the long axis of the femoral neck on the coronal reformatted image and 3.6 mm-thick axial oblique images were made through the entire femoral head and neck. The MR femoral neck oblique slices, parallel to the femoral neck, were obtained in addition to the axial sections at the time of image acquisition. The cadaver was not moved in between acquiring the MR axial and oblique femoral neck images.
Using PACS software (Amicas Inc., Brighton, MA), femoral version was measured on each CT and MRI imaging exam as the angle between a line tangent to the posterior femoral condyles and a line through the center of the femoral head and neck (femoral head-neck axis). On the traditional CT and MR axial images, the femoral neck axis was measured using the section just below the femoral head as recommended by Sugano et al. 4 The slice that best bisected the femoral neck was used for measurement on the femoral neck oblique images for both CT and MRI ( Fig. 2a and b) .
Two independent observers (i: post-residency pediatric orthopedic fellow; ii: staff pediatric orthopedic surgeon) measured the femoral version from each set of axial CT and MRI images as well as oblique CT and MRI images using PACS software (Amicas Inc.). From these two separate measurements, inter-observer reliability for each of the four techniques was calculated. One of the observers (pediatric orthopedic fellow) re-measured the femoral version using all four techniques two weeks later to establish intra-observer reliability. Inter-and intra-observer reliability was evaluated with the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC). ICC was found to be >0.93 for all variables (Table 1) .
A 3D reconstructions were created from the biplanar radiography images with sterEOS 1 software 2 weeks apart by one of the observers (pediatric orthopedic fellow) who had undergone appropriate training before making study measurements. The sterEOS 1 software creates a 3D femoral model based on identified landmarks and calculates femoral version based on the femoral head-neck and posterior condylar axis (Fig. 3) . 9 This software has been validated in several previous studies, with inter-observer reliability values ranging from 0.90 to 0.952. 5, 7, 8 Intra-observer reliability was calculated based on the measurements 2 weeks apart and ICC was found to be 0.945.
In order to establish a reference of the femoral version, 3D CT data were used. A 3D CT measurement has shown to be representative of true version based on femoral specimens and was considered as the true version in this study. 10, 11 This study used a 3D measurement technique which is independent of patient positioning during scanning as it reorients 3D CT models based on the mechanical axis of each individual femur. 5 A 3D reconstructions of the proximal and distal ends of each femur were created from CT images using MIMICS software (Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium). Femoral heads were then separated from the proximal femur reconstruction using 3-matic Medical (Materialise NV). A 3D reconstructions were exported as stereolithography (STL) files which were imported into custom MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) software for femoral version measurement. Femoral heads were fit to a sphere using least-squares regression. The mechanical axis of the femur was defined as the connecting axis between the center of the best-fit sphere and midpoint between the distal femoral medial and lateral condyles. Version was calculated as the angle between the femoral neck axis and the posterior condylar axis projected onto the transverse plane, orthogonal to the mechanical axis of the femur (Fig. 4) . Using the 3D CT data as the reference, femoral version measurements were compared from the five different techniques: Axial CT, Oblique CT, Axial MRI, Oblique MRI, and biplanar radiograph reconstructions. 
STATISTICS
Basic descriptive statistics are reported. Continuous data were evaluated using the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality and Levene test of homogeneity of variances. ICC was performed to evaluate interand intra-observer reliability among our observers. Analysis of variance with Dunnett's post hoc test, with the 3D CT model identified as the gold standard, was used to evaluate differences among our continuous data. Pearson correlation was used to evaluate the correlation among our measurement modalities. A post hoc power analysis was performed using between-groups effects to determine power level of the study as well as the number of specimens that would be needed to achieve adequate power. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (version 12; SPSS, Chicago, Illinois) with significance set at p < 0.05. Post hoc sample size analysis was performed using G Ã Power (ßFranz Faul, Edgar Erdfelder, Albert-Georg Lang, and Axel Buchner, 2009).
RESULTS
Mean femoral version measurements by method are given in Table 2 . All five methods underestimated femoral version compared to the 3D Model from CT measurements, however none were statistically significant. Mean femoral version from CT-oblique slices was the most accurate, followed by biplanar radiography reconstructions. These two techniques underestimated "true" version by a mean 2.8˚and 3.7˚, respectively.
Pearson correlation between the five techniques and the 3D CT data is given in Table 3 . All five techniques had excellent correlation with the 3D CT data (r > 0.81, p 0.01), providing additional support for the first hypothesis. Biplanar radiography and CT Axial had the highest correlation coefficients, r of 0.959 and 0.915, respectively (p 0.001). Regarding the second hypothesis, mean version measurements using femoral neck oblique sections of the proximal femur were higher than those using traditional axial sections for both CT and MRI, although there was no statistical significance. Mean version measurements for femoral neck oblique sections were 5.4˚and 1.4˚greater, respectively for CT and MRI.
DISCUSSION
Although CT axial imaging remains the most commonly used for patient care and surgeon decision making, there is still controversy regarding the best imaging modality as well as measurement technique to assess femoral version. Previous studies have looked at different imaging modalities including CT, MRI, and biplanar radiography, each with its own set of advantages and disadvantages. The level and obliquity of the section used to measure the femoral neck axis has also been evaluated. This comprehensive study first compared femoral version measurements from 2D CT sections, 2D MRI sections, and 3D biplanar radiography reconstructions to 3D CT measurements; secondly, between femoral neck oblique sections and traditional axial sections for CT and MRI.
All five techniques across three modalities provided accurate assessment of femoral version with no significant differences between techniques. As well, the actual mean difference between the five techniques was less than 6˚. Assessment of minimal clinically important difference in version measurements has not been previously attempted, but it is our belief that measure differences within 5˚are standard of error. For 2D CT and MRI imaging, few previous studies have directly compared version measurements of the same lower extremity. Two such studies concluded MRI to be comparable to CT images in measuring femoral version. 2, 12 However, in both studies CT measurements were considerably higher than MRI, by approximately 10˚in children and 6˚in adults. Both studies used a different technique and proximal reference axis between modalities. For CT, the femoral head-greater trochanter axis was used as the proximal axis as measured on traditional CT axial slices according to the technique of Waidelich. 13 For MRI, the femoral head-neck axis was measured on oblique slices parallel to the femoral neck as the proximal reference. Previous studies have shown that femoral version measurements are greatly affected by the level, obliquity, and proximal reference axis used because of the unique geometry of the femoral head, neck, and greater trochanter relationships. 4, 14 This study similarly found that femoral version measurements between CT and MRI were comparable, and were within 2˚of each other when identical slice level, slice orientation and proximal axis were used for both CT and MRI.
Previous studies have compared the accuracy of biplanar radiography to CT torsional profile and found it to be accurate in both the pediatric and adult population. 7, 8 Version measurements from sterEOS 1 reconstructions use the femoral head-neck axis as its proximal reference and condylar axis as its distal reference. 9 The same proximal and distal axes were used in all CT and MRI techniques in this study allowing direct comparison. Similarly, biplanar reconstructions in this study provided accurate and reliable femoral version measurements and were the second most accurate and reliable of the methods compared, within 3.7˚of "true" version. Despite its relatively recent development, biplanar radiography is quickly becoming a popular imaging modality for torsional assessment with several advantages. Biplanar radiography offers accurate femoral version measurements for a small fraction of the radiation exposure of CT. 5, 15 Biplanar radiography images are rapidly acquired and can be performed with minimal motion artifact while offering convenience for patients, as the images can be acquired during the same clinic visit, and it is performed in upright, weight-bearing conditions that allow accurate assessment of additional parameters such as the mechanical axis and length discrepancies. Despite the fact that femoral version assessment via biplanar radiography currently requires an experienced technician to perform reconstructions manually (approximately 15 min process) prior to automated software generation of the measurement, the advantages over CT and MRI have contributed to its increasing popularity in deformity analysis.
With regards to our second hypothesis, this study found femoral neck oblique slices of the proximal femur may provide a slightly more accurate assessment of femoral version compared to traditional axial slices. Schneider et al.
14 compared MRI version measurements based on different inclinations along the femoral neck axis and found increasing femoral version measurements with increasing obliquity of the proximal femoral slices used. On average a slice parallel to the femoral neck resulted in a 5.5˚higher measure of femoral version than a transverse slice from the same specimen. However, this study did not compare these findings to 3D CT data, so it is unclear whether increasing anteversion with obliquity is a more accurate measure of true version or overestimates version. This difference is thought to be because of the unique geometry of the proximal femur and that the femoral neck is elliptical, moving from anterior proximally to posteriorly distally. A slice parallel to the neck will take into account this entire anterior to posterior positioning along the neck resulting in a higher version measurement, as opposed to a transverse slice that does not take this into account. The results from our study confirmed that femoral neck oblique images for both CT and MR images are consistently higher on average than their axial counterparts, measuring 5.4˚and 1.4˚higher, respectively. We feel that there may be greater error and variability within the MR measurements as the bony surfaces are less clearly visualized, and also the CT slices are thinner than MR in both axial and oblique, however the data in this study cannot be used to determine why the axial to oblique difference is greater in MR than CT. Additionally, the higher average measurements on femoral neck oblique images were a closer representation of true version than their axial counterparts.
Despite its comprehensive nature, this study has several limitations. First, all the specimens were adult cadavers and the findings may not be applicable to pediatric and adolescent patients. Use of cadaver limbs for imaging represents a best-case scenario as there is no possible motion during the scanning exams. Error in measuring femoral version due to motion during the exam would be most profound in MRI imaging and could be an issue in biplanar radiography and, to a lesser extent, CT imaging. With using the cadaver, frozen in an identical position for CT and biplanar radiography and defrosted in the same position for MRI imaging, we hope to have performed the optimal comparison of the images and femoral version measurements produced, by omitting motion and position to study imaging modalities exclusively. Although the positioning was not made to be exactly identical in each of the modalities, every effort was made to follow the standard for patient positioning. Second, this study is underpowered to find a significant difference among our groups, (observed power ¼ 0.295). A post hoc power analysis using the observed power in this study determined that 30 limbs would be needed to reach statistical significance. This number is both cost and resource prohibitive. Third, although there is more to understanding rotational deformities of the lower extremity including pelvic anteversion, tibial torsion, foot position as parts of the clinical picture, femoral version plays an important role, and understanding its contribution to the picture is important.
In summary, our study reinforces previous work that biplanar radiography, CT, MRI all provided accurate assessment of femoral version, suggesting one may select the appropriate modality for each individual patient knowing that measurements will be equally accurate. Secondly, femoral neck oblique slices provide a slightly more accurate assessment of femoral version compared to traditional axial slices. In choosing a preferred modality for assessing femoral version, one should consider the particular advantages and disadvantages of each modality and use femoral neck oblique slices for CT and MRI when available.
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